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RENAISSANCE LOS ANGELES AIRPORT HOTEL WELCOMES NEW EXECUTIVE CHEF 
One of the best Los Angeles Airport hotels, the Renaissance Los Angeles Airport Hotel just became more delicious with the add ition of 

veteran Executive Chef George Coombs Peterson, Jr. 

 
Los Angeles, CA – The Renaissance Los Angeles Airport Hotel is proud to announce that veteran Executive Chef George 
Coombs Peterson, Jr., is joining its team. Bringing with him over 10 years of experience in hotel restaurants, Chef George plans 
to continue the tradition of excellence that the 96

th
 Street Bistro Los Angeles hotel restaurant has established. 

 
Previously, Chef George has worked at a number of high profile hotels. Starting off as the lead cook at the Ri tz Carlton Hotel 
Jer-Ne Restaurant in Marina Del Ray, California, Chef George quickly reached the title of sous chef at the Ritz Carlton Hotel 

Verona Restaurant in Sarasota, Florida. His years of professional experience makes him well 
suited to work at one of the best Los Angeles hotel restaurants—the 96

th
 Street Bistro. Opened for 

breakfast, lunch and dinner, the on-site restaurant at the Renaissance Los Angeles Airport hotel 
has earned rave reviews from patrons and the local community alike. 
 
Those who wish to experience Chef George’s culinary expertise firsthand can take advantage of 
great Los Angeles hotel deals and book a stay today at the Renaissance Los Angeles Airport 
Hotel. This Los Angeles Airport hotel offers the ―Breakfast is on Us‖ Package, available now until 
December 1, 2012. This hotel deal offers guests luxurious accommodations at the Renaissance 
Los Angeles Airport Hotel and complimentary breakfast at 96

th
 Street Bistro the next morning. 

 
To book the ―Breakfast is on Us‖ Package, simply use promotional code S4B online or by calling  1-
800-228-9290. This Los Angeles hotel deal is valid Friday through Saturday. A limited number of 
rooms are available, and advanced reservations are required, so guests are encouraged to book 
this hotel deal today. 
 

One of the most exciting Los Angeles hotel restaurants, the 96
th
 Street Bistro is committed to serving fresh ingredients and bold 

flavors. Under the direction of Chef George, this Los Angeles hotel restaurant hopes to continue offering delicious California-
inspired cuisine while refining the service and quality of the food. 
 
For more information about the 96

th
 Street Bistro or to learn about other Los Angeles hotel deals, visit www.marriott.com/LAXRR 

 
About the Renaissance Los Angeles Airport Hotel 
 
As one of the premier Los Angeles luxury hotels, the Renaissance Los Angeles Airport Hotel features a sophisticated design, an 
internationally acclaimed art collection and spa-inspired guest rooms with upscale amenities. Club Level guests can enjoy plush 
terry robes, breakfast and evening small bites and access to our beautiful Lounge. Centrally located in L.A., this Los Angeles 
luxury hotel offers convenient access to world famous beaches, renowned attractions, Santa Monica and Los Angeles Airport. 
For those hosting an event, the stunning Montura Hotel known by locals as the hotel 'Where Art is Found', offers stylish space 
for banquet events, on-site event planning and catering, and a host of modern amenities ideal for business gatherings, social 
events and wedding receptions. In addition, this Los Angeles airport hotel is a proud recipient of the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency's (EPA) prestigious ENERGY STAR® label for the hotel’s commitment to conserving water and energy and 
protecting the environment. 

 

Renaissance Los Angeles Airport Hotel 

9620 Airport Boulevard 
Los Angeles, California 90045 USA 

Phone Number: 1-310-337-2800 
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